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Harpischordist Temple Painter to be Featured in First Forum Wednesday

Dr. Foster on Sabbatical

Sororities Begin Fall Rushing Wed.

Temple C. Painter, harpsichordist, will give a recital in Bomberger Hall, Wednesday, October 5, at 8 p.m., it was announced by Dr. Eugene H. Miller, director of the College Forum program.

A native of Paulsick, Va., Mr. Painter is one of the few harpsichord recitalists in the United States. After studying the harpsichord under the late Mr. Roberts, he took his Bachelor of Music degree at the Curtis Institute of Music, Philadelphia, and is now a student of Dr. Heinrich Schutz at the Music Academy of the West in Santa Barbara, Calif.

Honors Rating to 23 Freshmen

Twenty-three of the 240 students enrolled this fall have been granted an "Honors" rating by the department of English and the Phi Beta Kappa Society. The designation was announced by Dr. Robert E. Schlesinger, professor of English, who said, "Each of these students has been accorded an "honorary" letter of membership in Phi Beta Kappa because of his superior scholarship as evidenced by his standing in his major field and in his cumulative record."

More Than 900 Enrolled This Fall

More than 900 students enrolled in the College for the fall semester. Of the class of 1967, 717 freshmen and 183 sophomores and juniors make up the enrollment.

UC Student Named President of SNEA

Recently Ursinus College has named its first student to the office of president of the Student National Education Association (SNEA). Etta F. Buyer, a sophomore, was elected to the position by the student body. The association, an affiliate of the American Federation of Teachers, is the organization of students who are majoring in education. The group was organized in 1963 and has a membership of some 200 students.

Dr. Donald L. Heffter, president of the association, said that the student body had been very instrumental in the selection of Miss Buyer as the new president and that she would continue the work of the organization in the future.

Students Ready To Teach

Banquet Set For Tonight

The eighth annual student-teacher dinner at Ursinus College will be held tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in the college dining hall. Fifty-two Ursinus students have received assignments for the fall.

Louis A. Krug, assistant superintendent of schools in Montgomery County, will deliver the main address. Mr. Krug was high school principal in the college's teacher-training program, a member of the faculty of Ursinus College, and has served as chairman of the Ursinus College-teacher-training program for the past 10 years.

ATTENTION, MEN!

Thursday, October 10, at 8:30 p.m. in the Moro's Study there will be a meeting for all men interested in helping to defend Ursinus College's Mid Atlantic Conference Track Championship. Freshmen and sophomores especially urged to attend.
EDITORIAL

A Word of Welcome

We of the WEEKLY wish to welcome back to Ursinus the Upperclassmen, Faculty and Administration. Special welcome is extended to the Class of 1967, and the men who were a part of the Upperclassman community you will, with us, share in the responsibility for directing the course of campus events, in building and bettering the social life of the school. We are now going to develop yourself through your studies, teachings and the fact and dislike it when we do, as each day passes it can have asked films, plays and musical presentations. The total of this, whispered, and chewing colored bubble with its front wheels just over
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Record Enrollment in Evening School

The evening school of Ursinus College opened Monday evening, identifying the college as a serious institution. Of the total enrollment of 433 students, it was reported that Dr. Helfferich, professor of English, who has taught for 23 years, is now teaching in the evening school. Among the students enrolled were Miss Eleanor F. Neil, president of the student body, and a number of younger members of the faculty. Dr. Helfferich, in an interview with The Vine, said: "I think we have something for everyone." The evening school offers a variety of courses in literature, science, and business administration. It is open to all students, regardless of age or background, and the college hopes to continue to grow in the future.

Oral Cultural Vaccine Given by David Phillips

Last Wednesday evening five members of the biology department participated in an oral vaccine program designed to help the summer residents of the college. The program, sponsored by the Institute of Oral Vaccines, was held in the College's Cultural Center. The instructions given by the faculty members were very simple, and the residents were encouraged to take the vaccine at their leisure. The program was well received, and the college hopes to continue similar activities in the future.

Summer Research, Study for Faculty

Three of the Ursinus College faculty members are currently engaged in summer research, studying the effects of various chemicals on the brain. The studies are being conducted under the guidance of Dr. Robert R. Howard, associate professor of chemistry, who has been working with the chemicals for several years. The results of the studies will be published in a future issue of the college's scientific journal. The faculty members are also working on a number of other projects, including the development of new drugs and the study of the effects of radiation on the body.

Class '63 Top in Education

A total of 143 students were named to the college's honor society, Phi Beta Kappa, for the spring semester. The honor society is made up of students who have achieved outstanding academic success. Among the students named were a number of members of the class of '63, who were recognized for their outstanding achievements.

Oval Cultural Vaccine Given by David Phillips

Last Wednesday evening five members of the biology department participated in an oral vaccine program designed to help the summer residents of the college. The program, sponsored by the Institute of Oral Vaccines, was held in the College's Cultural Center. The instructions given by the faculty members were very simple, and the residents were encouraged to take the vaccine at their leisure. The program was well received, and the college hopes to continue similar activities in the future.

Summer Research, Study for Faculty

Three of the Ursinus College faculty members are currently engaged in summer research, studying the effects of various chemicals on the brain. The studies are being conducted under the guidance of Dr. Robert R. Howard, associate professor of chemistry, who has been working with the chemicals for several years. The results of the studies will be published in a future issue of the college's scientific journal. The faculty members are also working on a number of other projects, including the development of new drugs and the study of the effects of radiation on the body.

Class '63 Top in Education

A total of 143 students were named to the college's honor society, Phi Beta Kappa, for the spring semester. The honor society is made up of students who have achieved outstanding academic success. Among the students named were a number of members of the class of '63, who were recognized for their outstanding achievements.

Oval Cultural Vaccine Given by David Phillips

Last Wednesday evening five members of the biology department participated in an oral vaccine program designed to help the summer residents of the college. The program, sponsored by the Institute of Oral Vaccines, was held in the College's Cultural Center. The instructions given by the faculty members were very simple, and the residents were encouraged to take the vaccine at their leisure. The program was well received, and the college hopes to continue similar activities in the future.

Summer Research, Study for Faculty

Three of the Ursinus College faculty members are currently engaged in summer research, studying the effects of various chemicals on the brain. The studies are being conducted under the guidance of Dr. Robert R. Howard, associate professor of chemistry, who has been working with the chemicals for several years. The results of the studies will be published in a future issue of the college's scientific journal. The faculty members are also working on a number of other projects, including the development of new drugs and the study of the effects of radiation on the body.
Susquehanna Mauls Bears
In Opener 32-0

The Susquehanna Crusaders, a small college power, which boasted the longest winning streak in the country until their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a relentless ground attack into a 32-0 conquest of the Ursinus College in the Crusaders' home opener at Patterson Field into a drear. There were few bright lights in a dismal performance, but the Susquehanna Mauls Bears and a stout defense exposed the Bears' offensive line which was outwitted by 15 pounds a man kept the game from becoming a rout.

Two clubs (previously 2-1-1) battled ferociously for control of the Bears in the first half. Susquehanna held the ball in the UC 31, started on the UC 17 and worked its way down to the UC 3 yard line. Ursinus returned the kickoff to the Bears' 8 yard line, and on the first play of the drive scored a TD pass to Walt Rupp.

Susquehanna became to the fore as John Wirth, Bear Captain Ron Ritz, halfback in pre-season, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout. Ursinus (their opener, parlayed a strong defensive secondary and a stout ground attack, keeping the game from becoming a rout.
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